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P RESI DEN T ' S M ESSA GE
Dear FellowOwners,
I am delighted to be writing to you as President of the
La Manga Club General Community.
I first came to the resort in September of 1986, having
bought two weeks at La Quinta Club. Little did I know
that La Manga Club was going to change my life
forever. Thirty one years on, I have to say its been an
interesting ride!
In 1990 I became Chairman and President of La Quinta
Club and a few years later I was appointed as
Managing Director of La Manga Club (Inmogolf), which
at the time was owned by the P&O Group, the UK
based conglomerate.
W hen P&O sold La Manga Club to the Medgroup in
2004, I became its Director of Resort Operations and
was responsible for the group?s five resorts, which
were located in Murcia, Almeria and Cataluña.
Ten years ago I took early retirement, and enjoyed a
much needed break from all resort activities. At the
same time, my wife Juana and I, together with our
daughter Sara, decided to make La Manga Club our
family home.

.I am supported by a first-rate team, Ian Hunt, Vice
President - Security, Jane Harris, Vice President Finance & Treasury, Kevin Lynch, Vice President Infrastructure, Bridgette Field, Secretary, Louise
Gemmell - Health Advisor, Peter Morrow Communications Advisor and of course Paqui Jumila,
our Operations Manager, and Rocio Manzanares, her
Administration Assistant.
Responsible to the Community Presidents, collectively
we represent LMC Owner interests, whilst providing
and administering a range of resort wide services,
including security, refuse collection and infrastructure,
our ultimate aim being to enhance the well-being of all
Owners, be they resident, or non-resident.
I?m mindful that we are very fortunate to own property
in this beautiful location and also to enjoy the superb
lifestyle that the Club, and Spain generally, offers. In
this context, I have always recognised and valued the
important role that Owners have played in the success
of La Manga Club. Therefore, my team and I are
committed to maintaining this tradition, as together we
embrace and overcome the many challenges that lie
ahead in these changing times.
W ith best wishes,

A few years ago I eased back into public life at the
resort when I became an advisor, first to Ted Graham
and subsequently to the Owners Clubhouse
committee. In 2016 I joined the General Community as
its Vice President for Infrastructure and
Communications. Finally, at last February?s AGM I was
elected President of the General Community, taking
over from John Douglass who stepped down after two
years of excellent work.

.

Tony Coles
President
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13TH FEBRUARY, 2018 - AGM REPORT
Tuesday, 13th February and a gorgeous Spanish sunny
day saw many Owners gathering at the Principe Felipe
Hotel for the Annual General Meeting of the La Manga
Club General Community.

John Douglass - President : The meeting opened with
a welcome from John Douglass, who reminded the
audience that he
would be standing
down as President
after two years in
office. He then
referred to the
broad span of work
undertaken by the
General
Community and in
particular the huge
number of hours put in negotiating the transition to
Securitas, the new security contractor who took over
from Grupo Segur after they went into liquidation.
Presentations then followed from Vice-Presidents Ian
Hunt - Security, Jane Harris - Finance & Treasury and
Tony Coles - Infrastructure & Communications.
Jane Harris - Finance & Treasury: Jane provided a
comprehensive and detailed explanation of the
General Community?s
finances highlighting
that, for the eighth
consecutive year,
community fees would
remain the same.
However, she went on to
highlight that increasing
costs and wages may
cause this to change in
the future.

Jane explained
that reserves as
of the end of 2017
were 1,651,838?
and that it was
agreed that the
General
Community
should maintain
this level in view
of the many
uncertainties
facing the resort
and the need to
have an adequate
?war chest?as a
consequence.
She also
highlighted that
debtors had progressively reduced from 250,201? in
2011 to 74,168? at the end of last year and thanked
everyone involved for their hard work in achieving this
significant reduction
Lastly, Jane presented and explained the 2018 budget,
which was approved by Community Presidents.
Ian Hunt - Securit y: Ian gave a
more detailed explanation of
the change from Grupo Segur
to Securitas and thanked Angel
Morenilla, the General
Community Administrator, for
his help in resolving the many
and complex legal issues
associated with the transition.
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Ian then highlighted the increasingly important role of
technology, particularly security and heat detection
cameras, in helping the resort's security guards detect
and react to incidents around the Club. In this context,
he referred to the new dedicated CCTV control centre,
which allows more effective monitoring of the
resort-wide cameras.
Detailed crime statistics and security information were
then explained, as was work in relation to the peak
summer period, liaison with local police and other
agencies. Personal security awareness was also
highlighted, together with the perennial problem of
under-age driving of golf buggies and also of
unlicensed buggies being driven on main roads - both
dangerous and both illegal.

Elect ion of t he new General Communit y President
and Execut ive: Tony Coles was unopposed and
elected as the new General Community President. Ian
Hunt, Jane Harris and Kevin Lynch
were elected as Vice Presidents
for Security, Finance & Treasury
and Infrastructure respectively.
Louise Gemmell was confirmed
as Health Advisor. Bridgette Field,
Angel Morenilla and Derek Rodda
were re-apointed as Secretary,
Administrator and Auditor
Louise Gemmell
respectively
Any Ot her Business: The AGM
closed with questions from the
floor, the highlight of which was
Chris Lord?s customary
humorous intervention.
.

Tony Coles - Infrast ruct ure and Communicat ions:
Tony updated Owners on the completion of the new
Los Belones to the West Course section of the main
road, together with the new entry statement and
directional signage at the Coto del Golf and Los Lomas
crossroad roundabouts respectively. He thanked the
designer, architect and contractor for their work.

Dr. Glyn Jones

He went on to say that repairs to the subsidence on
the Las Lomas road and minor maintenance on main
roads had been completed. Also the Entidad/ transfer
had stalled and that it would stay that way for the
foreseeable future. He highlighted the problems with
the ageing water infrastructure and its maintenance.
On communications, Tony commented that all
available channels, Facebook, the General Community
website, Owners Directory and Forum and the new La
Cala coffee table magazine were working well.
Auditor Derek Rodda and Administ rator Angel
Morenilla: Gave their respective reports.

Chris Lord
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10TH FEBRUARY, 2018 - PRESIDENT'S COCKTAIL PARTY
The President?s Cocktail Party is hosted each year by
the incumbent General Community President before
the AGM. Its primary purpose is to thank the many
people, companies, local government officials,
politicians, police and other agencies, in and around
the resort, who help the General Community to
provide leisure and essential services to La Manga
Club Owners. W ithout their hard work, cooperation
and goodwill, the wonderful lifestyle Owners enjoy
would be far more difficult to maintain and promote to
the world at large.
Guests arrived at the event, which was held at the
Principe Felipe Hotel to be welcomed by John
Douglass, the retiring General Community President,
and his wife Caroline.
Later John gave a
speech in which he
thanked everyone
for their support
during his two years
in office. Warm
applause followed.
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SECURITY TEAM REPORT
The New Securit y Cont ractor: W ith the approval of
the Community Presidents, Securitas were appointed
as the resort?s new security contractor in June 2017.
Since then they have rapidly understood the
dynamics involved in providing effective security
services at La Manga Club, not least because the
Grupo Segur guards transferred to Securitas, which
enabled the transition to be virtually seamless.

Resort Securit y Cont ractor: 2017 presented security
advisor Ian Hunt and his team with several significant
problems. The year began with the
news that Grupo Segur, the General
Community?s security contractor, had
gone into liquidation. Therefore, it
was essential to bring in a new
security contractor as soon as
possible. The legal aspect of doing so
was complex. However, with the help
of Angel Morenilla, the security team
worked through the issues involved,
making sure that the guards were
kept fully updated and most
importantly, that they were paid in full
throughout the transition process. As
a result, their professionalism was
exemplary and security across the
resort was maintained at a high level.
The Securit y Team: Ian Hunt - Vice
President, Security, maintains that La
Manga Club has the best resort security in the region,
if not all of Spain. Sergio Muñoz, the General
Community?s Security Coordinator, heads up the day
to day operations of the
team and has learned
very quickly how La
Manga Club works. He is
key to its effectiveness
and continues to focus
on how the team can
improve its service to
the benefit of all
Owners.

New Cameras: Apart from appointing a new security
contractor, during 2017 the General Community
security team completed a detailed survey and report
regarding the boundaries of the resort, which

produced much useful information. As a result, it was
decided that the boundary of El Forestal community
was vulnerable and so with the help its President a
new camera was installed. Subsequent results have
been encouraging. The camera at Monte Leon has
been functional for some time and provides excellent
coverage, not just
of Monte Leon,
but also much of
the surrounding
areas. Overall, so
far the results are
very positive.
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Illegal Golf Ball-Seller s: Last year, in a joint
effort with La Manga Club, the General
Community attempted to rid the Club?s golf
courses of illegal ball-sellers. As a result of their
combined efforts, a 50% reduction in numbers
followed. The security team continue to police
this issue with determination and ask all Owners
to call resort security, or golf administration, if
they?re approached by ball-sellers. Most importantly
please don?t buy illegal balls; not only does this break
the rules of the LMC Golf Club but also when balls are
bought it only encourages the illegal sellers to return.

Secu r in g Pr ivat e Pr oper t ies: The General
Community issues many notices about security
awareness during busy periods. As a result people are
becoming more aware of their responsibility to secure
their properties, an important issue as an unsecured
property is an open invitation to thieves.
New Com m u n it ies: Since 2003, 14 new Communities
have been built at the resort. Patrolling these adds
many hours and kilometres to the guards?daily
patrols. However, despite this the number of security
staff has remained the same, a testament to their
commitment and hard work.
Secu r it y Alar m s: These continue to be a problem.
Most false activations are caused by management
companies staff and Owners. Some years ago there
was a fining procedure for repeated false alarms, but
this lapsed. However, with guards spending so much
time responding to false activations, this may need to
be revisited.

Local Au t h or it ies: The General Community continues
to build its relationship with the local authorities via
quarterly meetings. Their input is invaluable, as it?s
important that we fully understand what is happening
in the Murcia region. The team also has a rigorous
procedure in place which would be triggered
automatically in the event of a terrorist attack, or
similar incident.
IIlegal Im m igr an t s: These continued to land at La
Cala throughout 2017. Nonetheless, the security team
continues to liaise with local authorities and the
Guardia Civil to try and contain this practice.
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Golf Buggies: There?s a lot of
confusion about the law as it applies to
golf buggies, both in and around La
Manga Club. The majority of roads
within the Club are public roads and
regional traffic laws apply. This is
important, as the number of buggies at
the resort has reached an all-time high
of over 300, only a handful of which
are licensed to drive on public roads.
Over many years the local authorities
have allowed Owners to ?self-police?
the use of buggies on the resort and
fortunately there have only been a few
minor accidents However, last year,
with the increasing number of buggies,
only the timely intervention of resort
security prevented many potentially serious incidents,
principally because under-age drivers were involved. It
is up to adult Owners to take responsibility and stop
this practice, and also to set an example by not driving
unlicensed buggies on the main Los Belones to
Portman road.
Monitoring of Securit y Cameras: Because new
cameras have been added, the capacity of monitors at

the main Security Gate has become overloaded. This
facility will therefore shortly be moved to adjacent
offices, where there will be the space necessary to
more easily monitor the cameras 24/ 7.
The Fut ure: An infra-red alarm system runs from Coto
Reserva along the border of the South Course to the
water treatment plant. However, this system is over 20

years old and is beginning to fail, so it will soon be
replaced using the very latest technology. The camera
at the new Coto de Golf entry statement roundabout
will also soon be updated.
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NEW RESORT SIGNAGE - A NEW BEGINNING
The thinking behind the new
resort entry statement and
directional signage was
triggered when designer Peter
Morrow drove past the pile of
rubble, which was all that
remained after a demolition
crew set to work on the much
loved old resort signage. Surely
there had to be a way to
incorporate the iconic LMC
palm tree logo, water and
fountains into new, contemporary resort signage?

Early starts, much head scratching and numerous
designs followed. The eureka moment came when
Peter reflected on the ?less is more principal?.W hy not
return to basics, keep the design simple and let a
blend of uncomplicated graphics and natural materials
be the real heroes.

By Spring 2017 the finished designs were presented to
Tony Coles, the General Community?s then Vice
President - Infrastructure. He bought into the concept
and championed the designs from that point onwards.

Several months later, in June 2017, the Community
Presidents endorsed the latest iteration of the designs.
The vote was almost unanimous, subject to approval
of the budget at a subsequent EGM, which took place
in late July.
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PLANNING & WORK IN PROGRESS
Architect Arturo Garcia joined
the team to help translate the
design into a physical structure
and also to liaise with Inesco,
the chosen contractor,
regarding materials, budgets
and timings - and so the
construction began.

Inevitably, projects of this complexity involve different
objectives and sometimes compromise is needed.
The designer wants to protect the integrity of his
creative concept and doesn't want it diluted..
The architect wants to translate the idea into the
something that can be built.
The project director wants to bring the works in on
time and under budget.
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Tony Coles and Arturo Garcia with regional government and
contractor representatives.
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THE FINISHED ENTRY STATEMENT
Sometimes these conflicting objectives result in
significant problems, but not this instance. Excellent
teamwork prevailed and all three objectives were met.

confident, positive message that tells visitors they are
arriving at a prestigious five star resort, which is sure
about itself and its future.

As with all good design, within weeks of being
completed in early February, 2018 it seemed as if the
new resort entry statement and the directional signage
at the Las Lomas crossroad, had been part of La
Manga Club's visual landscape for many years.
Perhaps even more importantly, they send out a

In fact, on a recent visit to the resort, Don Manuel
Artigas, a highly regarded Spanish architect,
commented that the new entry statement was a
classic upmarket and timeless design, one which
would serve the resort well for many years. The Owner
community should be proud of what it has achieved.
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THE FINISHED DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

Beyond the entry statement, at what most Owners
refer to as the main crossroads, stands the new
directional signage roundabout. The primary purpose
of the signage is to rapidly orientate visitors and direct
them to La Manga Club's principal landmarks - the
main entrance gates, golf courses, the Wellness Spa,
Las Lomas Village and the Principe Filipe Hotel.

The roads to and around both the entry statement
roundabout, sited between the Coto del Golf and the
Coto Reserva communities, and the directional
signage roundabout, located at the main crossroads,
have been carefully designed by the engineers of the
Murcia government to slow traffic down as it travels
along the main road - a welcome safety feature.
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LMC S.L. SENIOR MANAGEMENT CHANGES
To ensure that La Manga Club continues to be a benchmark
not only in Murcia, but also throughout Spain and Europe, the
Arum Group has created two divisions, one to manage the
Hotel Príncipe Felipe, Las Lomas Village, Spa, Mini-club and
the company?s Food and Beverage operations, with Nick
Montgomery at the helm; the other covering golf, tennis,
football, cricket and rugby, the sports side of the business, is
led by Eduardo Ruiz, the current Director of Golf at the resort.

putting La Manga Club firmly on the map.
GC: W hat did you do after you left? NM: I formed Global
Services Partner, a hospitality sector consultancy, together
with two other partners working in London, Paris, Amsterdam
and Jerusalem. My last position was Managing Director of
the Martinhal Beach Resort and Hotel Portugal's Algarve.
coast. I traveled a lot, which I enjoyed.
GC: Were the challenges different to your time at La Manga
Club? NM: Yes, as often we were involved in developing
concepts for new hotels, writing business plans, recruiting
staff, training and of course managing the hotel openings. All
very hard work and stressful, but enjoyable at the same time.
However, being Managing Director of the Martinhal brought
me full circle, in that like the La Manga Club Hyatt Regency
hotel in 1996, my challenge was to turn round a low
occupancy property in very difficult times.
GC: So, why return? NM: Even after 2007 I have always had a
house at the resort and kept in touch with what?s going on.
However, people were the deciding factor. So, when Arum
called it was an easy decision.

Left to right: Eduardo Ruiz, Jesus Abellán, Nick Montgomery
Since their appointments, both have been interviewed by the
General Community, so that La Manga Club Owners may
better understand how they will approach their new jobs;
how they will work together under the leadership of CEO
Jesús Abellán; and how their plans will affect LMC Owners.
NICK MONTGOMERY: MANAGING DIRECTOR - HOTEL
PRINCIPE FELIPE, LAS LOMAS, SPA, MINI-CLUB & FOOD
AND BEVERAGE OUTLETS
General Communit y (GC): Thank you for seeing me in your
first week back working at La Manga Club, your head must
be spinning. Nick Montgomery (NM): Yes, my feet have
hardly touched the ground, but
it?s good to be back in a place
which holds very special
memories for me.
GC: You mean from when you
worked at the resort previously?
NM: Yes, I was General Manager
of the resort?s Hyatt Regency La
Manga hotel from1996 to 2007. It
was a great time to be here with
the Owners, Hyatt, the resort
business, we were one big
family and had such a lot of fun

GC: Are there parallels with your first stint at La Manga Club?
NM: Yes, like back in 1996, footfall and revenue are not as
high as they could be, very tight budgets and staff looking
for leadership. I?m up for the challenge!
GC: W hat has been the reaction around the business to your
return? NM: I?ve been overwhelmed by people?s kindness
and good wishes, which confirms I made the right decision
to return. We?ve succeeded together before and we will do
our best again.
GC: W hat are your most pressing initial issues? NM: To get
business, increase occupancy in the hotels and grow
revenues. Coupled with lifting the moral of the staff and
urging them all to go full steam ahead with our objectives.
GC: That?s a daunting task in these difficult times. NM: Yes,
but whilst it takes time to change the hardware of the
business, I can make an immediate impact on the software,
i.e. our people. From top to bottom they are a fantastic team
and I can?t succeed without them. I just need to re-organise
and re-energise them, so that they are able to deliver their
very best to all our customers. Get that right and we will
succeed.
GC: So, you?re saying people are fundamentally important?
NM: Of course, it?s always people and relationships that
make the difference. Look around the resort and surrounding
areas. Places like the Owners Clubhouse and Via Romana
succeed because they have fabulous people and
understand that excellent customer service is key.
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GC: So, there will be a real
focus on service? NM:
Yes, obviously I will first
look at all aspects of the
business and then change
and re-organise as
necessary, After that my
focus will be 100% on
service excellence. I am
determined to ensure that
every guest contact is
perfect and that we
deliver a great and
excellent product.
GC: Clearly you need to bring your staff
with you to realise this objective. So, how
do you propose to do this and within what
type of culture? NM: I will work on the
moral and confidence of my staff, and
remind them we?ve succeeded in the past
and we can do it again. I want to create a
tight team, all pulling in the same direction.
Get this right and the staff will turn things
round.
GC: W ill your personal style influence this? NM: Of course, it
will be Nick, not Mr Montgomery! and ?tu?and not ?usted?. I
will definitely not be office bound and staff will get used to
seeing me around the business. Importantly, I will be open,
always available and listen to what the staff have to say.
GC: Do you think you need to renew your mission statement
(the business objectives you need to achieve in the short to
medium term) and the brand vision you?re working toward?
NM: Yes, as I said earlier getting business and increasing
revenues are important short-term objectives. I urgently
need to work on our vision and to align this behind an
own-able ?point of difference?based on contemporising what
made the business great in the past.
GC: The business, or the resort? NM: One can?t succeed
without the other, we can all help each other. So, it?s
important we all take a broad view. Our mission is for our
guests to fall in love with the resort which will act as a
catalyst for them to buy homes and use the resorts facilities,
which is good for both the General Community, individual
Owners and our business - we all win.
GC: How will you interact with Owners? NM: I aim to build
bridges with the General Community and talk with as many
Owners as possible. Dialogue and appreciation of the crucial
status and role of Owners is so important. We are one family.

GC: How exactly will you go about this? NM: Undoubtably
listening and dialogue are key. I have already met with Ian
Hunt, the General Community Vice-President with
responsibility for resort security and agreed how we can help
each other on security issues. I also recently met, together
with Eduardo Ruiz, the Members Committee of Real Golf La
Manga Club and explained how I would like to work closely
with all Owners. I?m also happy to attend community AGM?s.
GC: W ill Owners get special deals? NM: This is absolutely the
idea, we will be looking at ways in which we can recognise
their special status and deliver added value to them.
GC: 5 star, or 4 star? NM: Definitely 5 star and with my team
and LMC Owners behind me it will become an even better 5
star, one we can all be proud of.

GC: W here will your business be in five years? NM: A tough
question. However, we must aim high. So, to become
Europe?s biggest and finest Sports and Leisure resort.
EDUARDO RUIZ: MANAGING DIRECTOR - SPORT
General Communit y
(GC): Thank you for
seeing me. Exciting
times, promotion and a
wedding on the horizon!
Edw ard Ruiz (ER): Yes,
both fantastic news,
though Rosa, my partner,
not unsurprisingly, thinks
our wedding is more
important. She is already
shopping for her dress!
GC: I believe you live at
on the resort? ER: Yes, we live in Las Lomas Village and are
very happy and settled there. So much so we really feel part
of the La Manga Club family.
GC: You came to La Manga Club three years ago from the
exclusive Real Club Valderrama where you were Operations
Manager. Are the two very different? ER: The key difference
is that Valderrama is a one course club, which is owned by
its members. Therefore, it?s ethos and culture are different.
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GC: But Valderrama?s
'members?idea was
worth transplanting to
La Manga Club? ER:
Yes, creating a
Members Club, which
is exclusive and which
LMC Owners are proud
to belong to, is an
important part of our
development strategy.
GC: Has being
awarded the Real Golf
status by the Spanish
royal family helped?
ER: Of course, it makes everyone at La Manga Club,
including its Golf Members, feel they are part of something
that?s very exclusive and aspirational.
GC: Arguably the corporate culture that prevailed in the
?golden nineties?has been lost over the last ten years. Do you
agree and if yes, how will you tackle this issue with your
staff? ER: You?re right, there have been issues and we need
to get all our staff back on message, and working as team,
This is essential if we are to achieve our vision for the Club,
namely to make it the finest sport and leisure resort, initially
in Spain, and then the whole of Europe.
GC: I imagine Nick Montgomery faces a similar challenge, so
how do you make sure he and you dovetail and that there is
a common ?point of difference?that staff in both divisions are
aligned behind? ER: It?s early days for the new structure and
Nick and I have many things we still need to work out.
However, we are agreed that as a priority our staff need to be
highly motivated, re-energised and pursue service
excellence, as this is essential to generating increased
revenues.
GC: In that respect you have a head start over Nick, in that
you?ve been at the resort for three years. Are you happy with
what you have achieved to-date? ER: That?s true, though
remember Nick knows his hospitality area inside out, so I?m
sure he?ll hit the ground running and very quickly be up to
speed. On my side I have already underlined the ?people,
value, service?mantra to my staff and they know it is key to
securing happy, loyal customers. Some areas like golf
administration, starters and course marshals are work
progress, but we all know the issues that we need to focus
on. Others priorities, like Bar 37, which was virtually empty
three years ago, have already been addressed and it is now
very busy, mainly due to the excellent service ethic and hard
work of our team who run it day to day.

GC: Apart from superb service, what does aspiring to be the
biggest sport and leisure resort in Europe mean you have to
offer your customers? ER: We need to provide top-class
facilities for golf and tennis, our signature sports, and also
cricket and football. I?m pleased to say we already do this, in
that we offer not just one golf course, not just one tennis
court, etc, we provide three golf courses, 28 tennis courts
and so on. Few if any of our competitors can match this.
GC: W ill you add in other sports in the future? ER: W hen the
time is right. Cycling is an obvious example. Polo is another.
It?s aspirational, lifestyle and high-end brand credentials are
an obvious fit with La Manga Club.
GC: Talking of competitors, how do you match up? ER: We
are currently running a tracking study to understand how we
compare with our peer group, including the likes of the
Belfry in the UK and Quinta de Lagos in Portugal? Initial
feedback is encouraging. However, the study has also
highlighted areas where we can still improve.
GC: W ho are you target customers? ER: We are starting to
attract many more Spanish clients, but the British and other
northern European nationals are still crucial to our success.
These divide into three groups, resident Owners,
non-resident, 50/ 50 Owners and non-resident, holidaying
owners.
GC: How do you learn about what people want? ER: We
must talk take every opportunity to talk and listen to our
customers. Social media can play a big part in this process.
Ultimately, we need them to fall in love with the resort and if
we succeed, eventually some will buy property and become
the resident Owners of the future.
GC: Do you think Owners should get special treatment and
deals? ER: They have
.
invested in the resort
and spend money
FEDERATION CUPa
week by week, so
obviously we must
La Manga Club host s
treat them differently
t he Federat ion Cup,
and give them special
value.
Spain vs. Paraguay, on

t he 21st and 22nd April
GC: 5 years on where
do you see your
2018
business? ER: A great
question, we must aim
to have the very best
sport and hospitality facilities, and to deliver fantastic value
and service to our customers. Do that and we will be the
largest and best sport and leisure report in Europe.
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From the players gathering at the Owners Clubhouse on the
Sunday evening, via the Pennick Blackwell presentation on
Tuesday, the announcement of the cut and the teams for the
pairs competition on Thursday, and the Gala Dinner the
following Friday night, the sense of fun was palpable.
Everyone who took part should feel proud they contributed
in some way to the week, even if the silverware only went to
an exalted few!
There is no doubt the weather played its part. Five days of
glorious La Manga sunshine, light winds and temperatures
touching 20 degrees, helped lift the spirits of even the most
desperate golfer - and make no mistake, there were some
very desperate golfers! Tees on and around the plates, as
befitting a qualifying tournament, penal rough just off the
fairways and some brutal pin placements made all the
courses a serious golfing challenge.
At least there was something in it for everyone. Thanks to the
generosity of Pennick Blackwell, our lead sponsor, we were
able to provide very nice goody bags to all participants.
Plus, the support of our wonderful banner sponsor >
www.lamangaclubowners.com/LMCSport/ownersgolfsponsors.aspx

and also La Manga Club S.L. meant that we were able to
top-up the prize pot and add new categories of winners. It
wasn?t quite a prize for everybody, but at times on the Friday
night it almost like it!
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2017 OWNERS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
The winners of the divisional trophies, the overall pairs
winners, the scratch prizes for the lowest gross scores,
the over 70?s and Super Seniors champions, plus the
winners of the overall Championships are listed on the
Owners Golf website. We congratulate them all.
Champions
Ladies Overall Champion: Phyllis Hall. Mens Overall
Champion; Robin Reyner.
Ladies: Scratch Champion: Angie Brayshaw.Mens
Scratch Champion : Phil Slater.
Ladies, Division 1: Frances Millar. Mens Division 1:
Matthew Welch.
Mens Overall Champion, Robin Reyner

Ladies, Division 2: Senga Skinner. Mens Division 2:
Raymond Browne.
Ladies, Division 3: Nicola Laderman. Mens Division 3:
Ray Linsky.
Super Seniors: John Coles.
Pairs, Champions: David Rice-Jones & Christopher
Hewlett.
We also congratulate the many players who missed
out on the trophies, vouchers and cava, but who
helped to contribute to the biggest and best La Manga
Club Owners social event of the year.
To end, here are some dates for your diary for 2018.
> Summer Tournament - 26th to 27th May.

Ladies Overall Champion, Phyllis Hall

> Owners Championship - 5th to 9th November

Pairs Champions, Christopher Hewlett & David Rice Jones
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2017 OWNERS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

Ladies Scratch Champion, Angie Brayshaw

Ladies Division 1 W inner, Frances Millar

Mens Scratch Champion, Phil Slater

Mens Division 2 W inner, Ray Browne

Mens Division 1 W inner, Mathew Welch

Ladies Division 2 W inner, Senga Skinner
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2017 OWNERS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

Mens Division 3 W inner, Ray Linsky

Ladies Division 3 W inner, Nicola Laderman
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A ROYAL FUTURE FOR LA MANGA CLUB GOLF
?It?s been an
amazing 12 months
on the golfing front
at La Manga Club,
and all the signs are
that 2018 will be
just as memorable
as the resort
continues to
celebrate its 45th
anniversary.?
comments Eduardo
Ruiz, Managing Director - Sport at La Manga Club.
Being named Europe?s Best Golf Venue last November
at the 2017 World Golf Awards, which the resort
hosted, and being granted royal status by the Spanish
royal household were just two of the highlights.
The title of ?Real Golf La Manga Club?was something
that gave everyone at the resort particular pleasure, as
it is an accolade only given to golf venues which are at
least 25 years old, and came almost a year after the
resort first approached the royal house to be
considered. It was a great way to finish 2017 and gave
the resort the momentum necessary to start 2018 with
a real flourish.
Having already been named last month by readers of
the United Kingdom?s Today?s Golfer magazine, as
Spain?s Best Golf Hotel for an incredible seventh year
in a row, the resort then cemented its reputation as the
country?s number one golfing venue by having all
three of its courses included in the top 35 of the
respected Top 100 Golf Courses website?s updated
Spanish rankings.
The resort is extremely proud of both accolades and,
with it hosting international events of the calibre of the
Copa su Majestad el Rey (Feb 28 to March 4), 5th PGAs
of Europe La Manga Club Pro-Am (April 30 to May 4)
and IAGTO Trophy (May 24-26) over the coming
months, everyone is confident that La Manga Club can
strengthen its reputation at the forefront of the global
golf resort market. However, for this to happen
everyone at the resort is well aware that complacency
cannot be allowed to creep in and that La Manga Club
needs to keep improving the standard of its facilities.

W ith this in mind, La Manga Club S.L., the La Manga
Club golf course owners, are in the process of
completing a three-phase course improvement
programme.
1. Finalising refurbishments to tees on both the North
and South courses, with improved access, landscaping
and stone-work.
2. By the time the season gets fully underway, La
Manga Club S.L. will have replaced some 65 per cent
of its green-keeping equipment, by upgrading to the
very latest, state of the art Toro machinery.
3. On the West Course a major project is underway to
improve the pathways and whilst the work will take
time to complete, when finished it will enable
smoother and easier movement around the course.
Eduardo Ruiz is confident that the work will greatly
enhance the overall golfing experience at the resort.
La Manga Club S.L also has plans in place to increase
the benefits it offers to its members. A new resident
Owners golf committee has already been elected by
the rest of the Owners, while Eduardo is in the process
of contacting other golf clubs in the nearby area to
discuss possible areas of collaboration for the benefit
of LMC golf members.
Says Eduardo, ?W ith so much going on, it really is a
privilege for me to be playing a key part in forging La
Manga Club?s future and I look forward to seeing
Owners on one of our golf courses in the very near
future.?
Eduardo Ruiz, Managing Director - Sport

2018 GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE DATES

.

W EST COURSE
04 June - o9 June + 10 Sep - 14 Sep
SOUTH COURSE
07 May - 12 May + 27 Aug - 01 Sept
NORTH COURSE
12 Nov - 16 Nov
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IMPORTANT CHANGES TO
SPANISH INHERITANCE (DEATH) & GIFT TAXES

Teresa Morenilla, Lawyer. MSB, La Manga Club

Effective from
the 1st
January, 2018,
The Murcia
Regional
Government
has approved
a significant
reduction in
the payment
of Inheritance
(death duties)
and Gift Taxes,
which benefit
direct
beneficiaries,
such as
parents,
spouses,
children and
grandchildren.

The reduction approved is 99% of the final liability,
resulting in an almost symbolic tax, as it does not
matter how many assets the beneficiaries have.
This means that Murcia is now the third region in Spain,
along with Madrid and Canarias, to have reduced
Inheritance (death) and Gift taxes to an almost zero
level.
For the reduction to be applicable, the people
concerned must be subject to the Tax Regulations of
the Murcia region, otherwise they will be subject to the
Central Estate Rules and therefore the new 99%
deduction in tax assessments would not be applicable.
It is important to note how the new taxes work:
1. Inherit ance Tax (deat h dut ies)
If the deceased was a resident in the region of Murcia,
or in a country in the European Economic Area, the
following would apply:
Heirs would have the right to a deduction of 99% on
their Inheritance Tax (death duties) liability.

If the heirs are tax residents in a country that is
outside the European Economic Area, they will not
have the right to benefit from the 99% deduction,
which will not be allowed and Spanish central estate
taxation rules will apply.
2. Gift Tax
If the deceased?s assets are located in the Murcia
Region and the beneficiaries are residents in Spain, or
in a country within the European Economic Area, the
deduction of 99% would be applicable.
If the assets are located in the Murcia Region and
the beneficiaries are residents in a country outside the
European Economic Area the 99% deduction will not
be applicable and the central estate taxation rules will
apply.
These new tax rules have afforded many people the
opportunity to transfer their assets to their relatives
during their lifetime, with minimum cost. However, two
important factors, which may affect this entitlement
going forward are:
i) Death and Gift Taxes: These have been changed
several times in the past, due to prevailing economic
situation within the Murcia Region and also political
considerations. Therefore, there is no certainty on how
long the 99% deduction will stay in place.
ii) Brexit: According the current tax legislation, if in the
future the United Kingdom leaves the European
Economic Area, the application of the 99% deduction
will not apply if any of the parties involved in the
succession (deceased, or heirs), or donation
(beneficiaries) are residents in the United Kingdom.
In the case of donation, or gift, Capital Gain Tax should
be declared by the person who transfers the assets.
Please note there is no 3% retention involved. As ever,
it is important Owners speak to their professional
advisors before any final decision is made and also to
get proper advice on the total costs involved.
Teresa Morenilla
Law yer
MSB, La Manga Club
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